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000000000000Proposal NumberProposal Number SPINSPINProposal AcronymProposal Acronym 11Participant NumberParticipant Number

In FP7, there are different methods for calculating indirect costs. The various options are explained in the guidance notesIn FP7, there are different methods for calculating indirect costs. The various options are explained in the guidance notes

**. Please be aware that not all options are available to all types of organisations.**. Please be aware that not all options are available to all types of organisations.

The method of determining indirect costs is set in the Proposal setup page.The method of determining indirect costs is set in the Proposal setup page.

If you would like to modify this information, you have to do it from the proposal set-up page.If you would like to modify this information, you have to do it from the proposal set-up page.

Real indirect costsReal indirect costs

My legal entity is established in an ICPCMy legal entity is established in an ICPC nono
and I shall use the lump sum funding methodand I shall use the lump sum funding method

Type of ActivityType of Activity(If yes, please fill below the lump sum row only.(If yes, please fill below the lump sum row only.

If no, please do not use the lump sum row)If no, please do not use the lump sum row) Demons-Demons- Coordi-Coordi- Manage-Manage-
RTDRTD TrainingTraining SupportSupport OtherOther TotalTotaltrationtration nationnation mentment

414400414400 1120011200 00 00 00 218400218400 1680016800 660800660800Personnel costs (in €)Personnel costs (in €)

00 00 00 00 00 25002500 00 25002500Subcontracting (in €)Subcontracting (in €)

2000020000 00 00 00 00 00 00 2000020000Other direct costs (in €)Other direct costs (in €)

466200466200 1260012600 00 00 00 245700245700 1890018900 743400743400Indirect costs (in €)Indirect costs (in €)

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00Lump sum, flat-rate or scale of unitLump sum, flat-rate or scale of unit

(option only for ICPC) (in €)(option only for ICPC) (in €)

900600900600 2380023800 00 00 00 466600466600 3570035700 14267001426700Total budget (in €)Total budget (in €)

675450675450 1190011900 00 00 00 466600466600 3570035700 11896501189650Requested EC contribution (in €)Requested EC contribution (in €)

00Total Receipts (in €)Total Receipts (in €)


